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Sector-5 , Rohini , Delhi 

JUNIOR School at Sector-4 , Rohini , Delhi 

Ph. 011-27041444, 27051444  
MONTHLY GUIDELINES FOR NOVEMBER 2017

 CLASS-PRE SCHOOL 
 

Dear Parent 
November is an excellent month. The weather starts becoming cooler and dryer. The full moon at this time 

of year- The Hindu month of Kartik  is considered to be particularly auspicious. Fairs and religious 

celebrations happen all over the country. IŜǊŜΩǎ ǘƘŜ ōŜǎǘ ƻŦ bƻǾŜƳōŜǊ ƛƴ LƴŘƛŀΦ  

  

Pushkar  Camel Fair (October 28- November 4,2017) is a 

traditional Indian style festival which sees an astonishing 

50,000 camels converge on the tiny desert town of 

Pushkar. The camels are dressed up & shaved. They enter 

into beauty contests, parade, race, and are traded. An 

entertaining sight indeed! 
  

Guru Nanak's Jyanti (November 4, 2017) is widely 

celebrated throughout Punjab, especially at the Golden 

Temple in Amritsar, the main shrine of Sikhs. The day of the 

festival sees the holy book carried out of the temple in a 

huge procession, accompanied by music and drummers. The 

beautifully illuminated temple is an incredible sight to 

behold at this time.  
  

Children's Day, in Hindi known as "Bal Diwas", falls on November 

14th every year. Children's day in India is celebrated on Pandit 

Nehru's birthday as a day of fun and frolic, a celebration of 

childhood, children and Nehru ji' s love for them. 
 
   

Amidst these celebrations, we take immense pleasure in bringing 

ǘƘŜ ǇƭŀƴƴŜǊ ŦƻǊ ǘƘŜ ƳƻƴǘƘ ƻŦ ΨbƻǾŜƳōŜǊΩ to update you about the academics & upcoming activities: 
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 

Reference material  :- Letter Delight (Reader) 

                                     Vitamins (Written Practice)             
PLANNED ACTIVITIES :    
*  Auditory recognition of letter D, P,R  through phonic sounds. 
* Recognition of letters through letter rhyme recitation , letter story 
narration, vocabulary enrichment & sentence formation. 
*  Audio- Visual discrimination of letters through flash cards , real 
objects & smart board modules 
*Fine motor development through letter tracing, colouring and 
vocabulary picture drawing.  

 * Vocabulary understanding through exercise i.e. - circle, cross, tick, 
match, look & draw, look & write 
LISTENING SKILLS ς Letter phonic sound, related vocabulary , formation pattern, rhyme and story will 
be taken up to introduce letters D, P, R .     
Letter  D  

Pattern:- Straight  line to  the ground , then take a break  half circle around it .  makes ƭŜǘǘŜǊ Ψ5Ω 

Phonic sound- D  says  - Ê  

Phonic Rhyme:  

D for Dolphin, D for Dove 

Duh Duh Duh Duh Duh 

D for Dolphin , D for Dove 

They start with letter D 

Phonic Story:  

Diana was feeling bored at home.   

She decided to play with her dog in her room.  

She went to her room & opened the door.  

She took  her  doll & combed her hair.  

She starting playing her drum for her doll. 

Letter  P  
Pattern:-  One  line straight up , make half circle, makes  letter ΨtΩ  

Phonic sound P  says J Ò 

Phonic  Rhyme:  
P for Parrot , P for Pot  

Puh Puh Puh Puh Puh  

P for Parrot , P for Pot  

They start with letter P. 

Phonic  Story:  

Peter and Paul are best friends. 
 They have same Pillow.  
While Playing in the garden, 
 they saw Parrot, Pig and Pigeon. 
 Paul likes to Play Piano with his friend Peter. 
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Letter R 

   Pattern  :-  One line straight , make half circle and a ǎƭŀƴǘƛƴƎ ƭƛƴŜ Řƻǿƴ ƳŀƪŜǎ  ƭŜǘǘŜǊ ΨwΩ 

  Phonic sound  R says ς Ø  
Phonic Rhyme 

R for Rabbit, R for Rainbow 

Ruh Ruh Ruh Ruh Ruh  

R for Rabbit , R for Rainbow  

 They start with letter R.  

Phonic Story  

One day Reena bought a white rabbit.  
She went to rose garden with her rabbit. 
She  saw a  rainbow and Rocket in the sky. 
 

SPEAKING SKILLS  - RHYMES ( Fun with Rhymes) 

*Row Row Your Boat   

* Two Twin aeroplane 

*Puff a train  

SHOW AND TELL ACTIVITY ς Favourite Transport 

Good morning teacher, hello friends!  

aȅ ƴŀƳŜ ƛǎ ΧΧΧΧΧΦ 

L ǊŜŀŘ ƛƴ tǊŜ {ŎƘƻƻƭ ΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΦΦ 
My favourite transport ƛǎ ΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧ 
L ƭƛƪŜ ΧΧΧΧΧΧΦΦ ōŜŎŀǳǎŜ ΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧ 
ΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΦ 
ΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΧΦΦ.... 
Thank you have a nice day. 
Note- Parent  are requested to help the child learn 2 to 3 self made lines on their favourite transport for 

the activity and send the lines  2-3 days  prior on an A8  labelled paper through Almanac and a handy 

prop/  small toy vehicle on the activity day.  

READING SKILLS ς Picture reading of letters and vocabulary pictures  
                             Dd-  Pg 14 to 17, 69    
                           Pp-  Pg   8 to 11, 63 
                           Rr - Pg 16 to 19 , 67  
WORD BASKET-  
Dd ς Down, Dog, Deer, Donkey, Dice, Doll, Drum, Door. 

Pp ς Pen, Pencil, Pig, Parrot, Pot, Pillow, Piano, Pigeon. 

Rr -  Rabbit, Rocket, Rainbow, Rose, Rat. 
 

WRITTEN 

Written practice of curve pattern 

Written practice of  letters D, P,R,B   

Vitamins  Pages 89 to 114 

Letter Delight A- Pages 14 to 17  

Letter Delight B- Pages 8 to 11 , 16 to 17 
 

 




